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CUBRICONThe CUBRICON project (Neal et al. 1988; 1989a;1989b; 1998; Neal & Shapiro 1991; 1994), developeda prototype intelligent multimodal interface betweena human and an air mission planning system. Thecomputer displays, which comprised the environmentshared between the human user and the interface agent,consisted of one screen containing various windowsshowing maps, and one screen containing textual forms.On the maps were icons representing places, areas suchas airbases, and objects such as missle batteries. Userinput was in the form of typed text, speech, and onemouse button for pointing. Typed text and speechcould be in a fragment of English. The mouse could beused to point to windows, maps, map icons, and form�elds. Computer output was in the form of speech,text, and creation and/or rearrangement of maps andwindows. The interface agent could point by blinkingwindow frames, blinking icons, drawing circles aroundicons, drawing arrows to icons, and drawing arrowsfrom one icon to another to express spatial relations.Input streams were merged, and the grammar recog-nized multi-modal references. For example, the gram-mar considered a noun phrase to be an appropriatestring of words (as usual) possibly augmented by initial,internal, and/or �nal pointing gestures. Multiple nounpharses in a sentence could each contain their own set ofpointing gestures. Multi-modal noun phrases were in-terpreted as referring to entities that satis�ed the prop-erties mentioned in the linguistic portion of the nounphrase, while being represented by icons in the vicin-ity of the pointing gesture. The linguistic portion ofthe input was used to disambiguate whether the mousepointing was to a map icon, the map on which the iconwas, or the window containing the map.Output pointing gestures were timed to occur justbefore, during, or just after the linguistic part of thenoun phrase they were a part of. Multiple output nounphrases could each contain their own set of pointinggestures.This work made it clear that referring expressionsusing a combination of NL and pointing are less am-biguous than either one alone. This lesson is directlyapplicable to natural communication systems between



humans and practical robots.Discussing and Using PlansA project on \Discussing and Using Plans" (Kumar,Ali, & Shapiro 1988; Shapiro et al. 1989; 1990;Shapiro, Kumar, & Ali 1990) involved the develop-ment of KRR techniques for representing acts and plansso that they could be discussed in NL and reasonedabout, as well as performed. This project culminatedin the SNeRE BDI model (Kumar 1990; 1993; 1996;Kumar & Meeden 1998; Kumar & Shapiro 1991; 1993;1994a; 1994b) that allows for reasoning in the service ofacting, and acting in the service of reasoning, as well asperforming, discussing, and reasoning about acts andplans. A simulated blocks-world robot developed dur-ing this project could understand NL explanations ofhow to perform blocks-world activities, and then rea-son about and discuss the instructions, and also behaveaccording to them. For example, the following is anextract of the instructions the blocks-world robot couldunderstand and follow.There is a table. The table is a support. Blocksare supports. Before picking up a block the blockmust be clear. Before putting a block on a supportthe support must be clear. After putting a blockon another block the latter block is not clear. If ablock is on a support then a plan to achieve thatthe support is clear is to pick up the block and thenput the block on the table. A plan to pile a blockon another block on a third block is to put the thirdblock on the table and then put the second block onthe third block and then put the �rst block on thesecond block.Natural communication with practical robots willhave to include this ability for the human to explainto the robot what the robot is to do.GLAIRThe GLAIR (Grounded Layered Architecture withIntegrated Reasoning) agent architecture (Hexmoor,Lammens, & Shapiro 1993; Hexmoor et al. 1993;Lammens, Hexmoor, & Shapiro 1995; Hexmoor 1995;Hexmoor & Shapiro 1997) has been developed forrobots and other agents that use NL and various sen-sors and e�ectors. GLAIR is a three-level architectureconsisting of:The Knowledge Level (KL): the location of sym-bolic \conscious" reasoning, implemented by theSNePS Knowledge Representation and Reasoningsystem (Shapiro & Rapaport 1992; Shapiro & TheSNePS Implementation Group 1999), in which termsof the SNePS logical language represent the mentalentities conceived of and reasoned about by Cassie,the robotic agent;The Perceptuo-Motor Level (PML): the locationof routine behaviors that can be carried out without

thinking about each step, and of the data objects thatthese behaviors operate on;The Sensori-Actuator Level (SAL): the locationof control of individual sensors and e�ectors.A major theme of GLAIR is the alignment (a varietyof symbol-grounding) of KRR terms denoting objectsand acts with their corresponding sensory/e�ector rep-resentations to tighten the cross-modal correlation oflanguage, sensing, and acting. KRR object-denoting orcategory-denoting terms are aligned with symbols, con-stituting descriptions, that the vision system (real orsimulated) can use to locate the corresponding objectsin the (real or simulated) world. Also these symbols,passed up from the SAL to the PML, can be used torecognize the KR terms that denote entities with thosedescriptions. KRR action-denoting terms are alignedwith PML behaviors that carry out the actions.FEVAHRThe FEVAHR project (Shapiro 1998) uses theGLAIR architecture to have Cassie play the role ofa \Foveal Extra-Vehicular Activity Helper-Retriever(FEVAHR)." Cassie, the FEVAHR, was implementedon a commercial Nomad robot, including sonar,bumpers, and wheels, enhanced with a foveal visionsystem consisting of a pair of cameras with associ-ated hardware and software. There have also been sev-eral software simulatated versions of the FEVAHR. FE-VAHR/Cassie operates in a 170 � 170 room containing:Cassie; Stu, a human supervisor; Bill, another human;a green robot; and three indistinguishable red robots.Cassie is always talking to either Stu or Bill|takingstatements, questions, and commands from that person(all expressed in a fragment of English), and respond-ing and reporting to that person in English. Cassie canbe told, by the person addressing her, to talk to theother person, or to �nd, look at, go to, or follow anyof the people or robots in the room. Cassie can alsoengage in conversations on a limited number of othertopics in a fragment of English, similar to some of theconversations in (Shapiro 1989).FEVAHR/Cassie is able to understand and use de-ictic terms including \I," \you," \come," and \go," bymaintaining a representation of itself, and a belief aboutwhom it is conversing with. It maintains a concept ofpersonal time, including a NOW pointer which is up-dated whenever it acts, and which is used to determinethe tense and aspect of sentences it utters to reporton its current and past actions. A summary of FE-VAHR/Cassie's use of deixis is,� Cassie's interpretation of \here" and \I" depend onwho is talking to her.� Cassie addresses whomever she is talking to as \you".� Cassie understands that when Stu or Bill use \you"they mean her, and she has beliefs about herselfwhich she expresses using \I".



� Cassie uses present tense when reporting her currentactions, but past tense to report past actions, eventhough those actions were reported in the presenttense while they were occurring.� The interpretation of indexicals is done by the anal-ysis grammar; the generation of indexicals is doneby the generation grammar; the KR representationremains the same.Below is a transcript of an interaction with FE-VAHR/Cassie. When it begins, Cassie is looking atand talking to Stu, but not near him. Stu's and Bill'sutterances are in italics. Cassie's utterances are intypewriter font.Come here.I came to you, Stu.I am near you.The green robot is Robbie.I understand that Robbie is the greenrobot.Go to the green robot.I found Robbie.I am looking at Robbie.I went to Robbie.I am near Robbie.Talk to Bill.I am talking to you, Bill.Come here.I found you.I am looking at you.I came to you.I am near you.Where were you?I was near Stuand I was near Robbieand I am near you.Who have you talked to?I talked to Stuand I am talking to you.You are smart.I understand that I am smart.The software simulated versions of FEVAHR/Cassiecan understand NPs with associated pointing gestures,although not in as sophisticated a fashion as CUBRI-CON. The vision folks never implemented gaze controlfor pointer-following in the hardware version.UXO RemediationThe UXO Remediation project (Ismail & Shapiro 2000)is a modi�cation of the FEVAHR robot to implement

NL-competent robots that clean up unexploded ord-nance (UXO remediation). This Cassie has only existedas a software simulation. The UXO-clearing-Cassie ex-ists in an area consisting of four zones: a safe zone; anoperating zone that possibly contains UXOs; a drop-o�zone; and a recharging zone. The UXO-clearing-Cassiecontains a battery that discharges as she operates, andmust be recharged in the recharge zone as soon as itreaches a low enough level. She may carry charges touse to blow up UXOs. Her task is to search the operat-ing zone for a UXO, and either blow it up by placing acharge on it, and then going to a safe place to wait forthe explosion, or pick up the UXO, take it to the drop-o� zone, and leave it there. The UXO-clearing-Cassiehas to interrupt what she is doing whenever the batterygoes low, and any of her actions might fail. (She mightdrop a UXO she is trying to pick up.) She takes direc-tion from a human operator in a fragment of English,and responds and reports to that operator. There is alarge overlap in the grammars of FEVAHR/Cassie andthe UXO-clearing-Cassie.There are two main active areas of research using theUXO-clearing-Cassie:1. One area involves issues of the representation of andreasoning about NOW by a reasoning, acting, naturallanguage competent agent. We have been workingon solutions of two problems in this area (Ismail &Shapiro 2000):(a) The problem of \the unmentionable now" resultsfrom the inability to refer to future values of thevariable NOW. Since NOW can only refer to thecurrent time of an assertion or action (mirroringthe behavior of the English \now"), one cannotuse it in the KRR object language to refer to thefuture. Such reference to future now's is importantfor specifying conditional acts and acting rules.Our solution is to eliminate any reference to thosetimes in the object language, but to modify theforward and backward chaining procedures so thatthey insert the appropriate values of NOW at thetime of performing a conditional act or using anacting rule.(b) The problem of \the eeting now" emerges when,in the course of reasoning about (the value of)NOW, the reasoning process itself results in NOWchanging. Our solution is based on realizing that,at any point, the value of NOW is not a singleterm, but rather a stack of terms. Each term inthe stack corresponds to the agent's notion of thecurrent time at a certain level of granularity, withgranularity growing coarser towards the bottom ofthe stack. Temporal progression and granularityshifts are modeled by various stack operations.2. A second area of current research concerns under-standing NPs whose referents can only be determinedafter sensory and other actions. (See also (Haas1995).) In some cases, the referent is an entity therobot can recognize, such as when FEVAHR/Cassie



is toldGo to a person.In some cases, even though the referent looks like apreviously encountered entity, it is new, as when theUXO-clearing-Cassie is toldFind a UXO.In other cases, the referent may be completely new,such asClean up the �eld from the tree over there to thecreek that's just beyond that hill.ConclusionsSpoken natural language is the medium of the futurefor human interaction with practical robots. However,more research is needed on robust understanding tomake the interaction natural. The major features thatcharacterize robots as spoken dialogue partners withhumans, are: 1) the robot and human share a percep-tual �eld containing objects they can both point to andmanipulate; 2) robots are actors as well as speakersand hearers. Naturally communicating practical robotsmust include: the ability to understand and use lan-guage combined with pointing gestures; the ability tounderstand instructions given in natural language, andthen to behave according to those instructions; the cor-relation of language, reasoning, sensing, and acting, andthe terms and symbols used by those modalities; theability to report on what they are doing, and to re-member and report on what they have done; a personalsense of time, and a correct use of temporal references;the ability to use and understand language referring tothe not-here and the not-now, as well as to the here andnow. AcknowledgmentsThe research reported in this paper was conducted bythe authors and other members of the SNePS ResearchGroup, Department of Computer Science and Engineer-ing (previously the Department of Computer Science),State University of New York at Bu�alo. The researchwas supported as follows.CUBRICON: supported in part by the Defense Ad-vanced Research Projects Agency and monitored bythe Rome Air Development Center under contractno. F30603-87-C-0136.Discussing and Using Plans: supported in part bythe Air Force Systems Command, Rome Air Devel-opment Center, Gri�ss Air Force Base, New York13441-5700, and the Air Force O�ce of Scienti�c Re-search, Bolling AFB DC 20332 under Contract No.F30602-85-C-0008, which supported the NortheastArti�cial Intelligence Consortium (NAIC).GLAIR: supported in part by Equipment Grant No.EDUD-US-932022 from SUN Microsystems Com-puter Corporation.
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